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ABSTRACT
A typical data stream classification involves predicting label of data instances generated from a non-stationary process. Studies in the past decade have focused on this problem setting to address various challenges such as concept drift and concept evolution. Most techniques assume availability of class labels associated with unlabeled data instances, soon after label prediction, for further training and drift detection. Moreover, training and test data distributions are assumed to be similar. These assumptions are not always true in practice. For instance, a semi-supervised setting that aims to utilize only a fraction of labels may induce bias during data selection. Consequently, the resulting data distribution of training and test instances may differ. In this paper, we present a novel stream classification problem setting involving two independent non-stationary data generating processes, relaxing the above assumptions. A source stream continuously generates labeled data instances whose distribution is biased compared to that of a target stream which generates unlabeled data instances from the same domain. The problem, we call Multistream Classification, is to predict the class labels of data instances in the target stream, while utilizing labels available on the source stream. Since concept drift can occur asynchronously on these two streams, we design an adaptive framework that uses a technique for supervised concept drift detection in the biased source stream, and unsupervised concept drift detection in the target stream. A weighted ensemble of classifiers is updated after each drift detection on either streams, while utilizing a bias correction mechanism that leverage source information to predict labels of target instances whenever necessary. We empirically evaluate the multistream classifier’s performance on both real-world and synthetic datasets, while comparing with various baseline methods and its variants.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent proliferation of Internet technology in every day lifestyle has created streaming sources that generate data continuously. These include social media applications such as Twitter, wearable devices, Internet of Things (IoT) and healthcare systems. Data generated from these sources can be used in applications such as personalized services, human activity recognition, and recommendation systems. The problem of classifying instances (i.e., predicting its class label) in a data stream is challenging due to unknown (and potentially infinite) data size, and changes in data distribution that occur with time. Specifically, a non-stationary data generation process may induce arbitrary changes in population distribution over time. This is known as data drift [10]. Consequently, a classifier trained on a particular set of training instances may become obsolete with time.

A plethora of studies [3, 9, 11] in the past decade have proposed techniques to address these challenges. Essentially, classifiers that are trained on minibatches (i.e. subset of sequential instances in a data stream) of finite size are used to predict class label of each new data instance. However, these techniques make two strong assumptions about the ability of applications employing them. First, true labels of data instances along the stream are assumed to be available soon after prediction. These true labels are typically used in adaptation mechanisms either for drift detection or classifier retraining [10]. Often, true class labels are obtained using an oracle or a manual labeling mechanism, which are either impractical or expensive. Second, sample data distribution of the training and test minibatches are assumed to be equal during classification. This assumption may often be violated in many real-world applications, especially in a semi-supervised setting where only a fraction of true labels are utilized. In this case, a mechanism to choose data instances for labeling may be biased. This induces a difference in data distribution between the training and test data. A classifier trained on a biased training dataset may perform poorly on future unbiased test data occurring along the stream.

Consider for example an application using an existing stream sentiment classifier over a Twitter stream [15], where tweets from numerous users are continuously generated. The true sentiment (class label) of each tweet, required by the classifier, may be manually provided by either the user generating it or a supervisor processing it. Typically, one can assume that a user does not provide such labels unless explicitly requested. Therefore, a small set of users may be requested to provide true labels while they generate tweets.
Since the sentiment classification model generalizes to the population, it can be used to predict sentiments of any given tweet. However, labeled tweets from only a small set of users, who may not be a good representation of the population, are now used to train the classifier. This creates a bias in the training data distribution. With unavailability of labels from all users and biased training data, the two strong assumptions of the classifier are clearly violated.

In this paper, we introduce a new problem setting consisting of two types of data streams over the same domain such that these assumptions can be relaxed. A stream of labeled data instances are generated by a non-stationary process from a particular domain. This is referred to as Source Stream. Another stream of data instances is assumed to be generated by an independent non-stationary process, referred to as target stream, from the same domain. However, class labels of these data instances are unknown. The classification problem is to predict class labels of data instances in the concept drifting target stream while leveraging labeling information available in the concept drifting source stream. Since this classification problem involves two types of data streams, i.e., labeled source stream and unlabeled target stream, we call it as Multistream Classification. This setting is illustrated in Figure 1. Naively, one can combine the two data streams to form a single stream over which existing data stream solutions can be utilized. However, unavailability of target data instance labels and occurrence of concept drift asynchronously at different times in the source and target stream, due to independent non-stationary processes, violate assumptions made by these solutions, thereby reducing their performance.

The multistream problem setup partly resonates with that of domain adaptation [2] and transfer learning [19] when considering a set of observations in each stream within a particular time window. Numerous applications involving such problems include text classification [8], sensor based location estimation [20] and collaborative filtering [16]. However, these studies assume stationary environment with known dataset size. Clearly, such applications can be easily augmented to data streams, and also the multistream setting. In the Twitter sentiment classification example mentioned earlier, the biased labeled stream of tweets can be viewed as a source stream, while tweets from rest of the population can be considered as a target stream.

In general, domain adaptation is not possible when the training and test data distributions are unrelated [2]. One type of relationship between them is called covariate shift [6]. Here, the training and test distributions are assumed to have equal conditional class distribution with unequal marginal distribution. A correction mechanism is employed to weigh training data instances so that their weighted data distribution resembles that of the observed test data distribution. In the case of multistream classification, one can naively apply covariate shift correction over the source stream to utilize its labeling information towards label prediction on the target stream. However, such methodology may not be efficient in minimizing prediction errors due to asynchronous concept drifts that may disrupt covariate shift assumptions. The correction mechanism employed at a particular time may become outdated, thereby increasing classification error. We address these challenges by proposing an ensemble of weighted classifiers that inculcate covariate shift correction to predict labels of target data instances, while using a change detection technique to detect concept drift over both streams that aid in restoration of covariate shift assumption. Since only the (given) true labels of the source stream are utilized while being completely unsupervised with respect to the target stream, we term this mechanism as quasi-unsupervised classification. The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.

1. We introduce a new data stream classification setting consisting of two independent non-stationary streams. Class labels are predicted over one stream (target) whose data instances are unlabeled, using the labeled data instances from another stream (source). We term this problem as Multistream Classification.

2. We design an ensemble of weighted classifiers to address challenges in adapting the source data distribution, which may be biased, towards the target data distribution in a non-stationary environment.

3. We propose an adaptive framework for multistream classification, using limited memory with dynamic size minibatch, by measuring classifier feedback on both streams independently. We perform concept drift detection without requiring true labels from the target stream, and using labels observed on the source stream.

4. We evaluate this proposed approach empirically over numerous datasets, and compare the results with some baseline methods. Furthermore, we also evaluate variants of the framework.

The paper is organized as follows. We review relevant studies in Section 2, and formally present the multistream classification problem in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our solution, and analyze some of its theoretical properties in Section 5. We present our empirical evaluation on various datasets in Section 6, and conclude our paper in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Stream Classification

Data stream classification is a challenging task due to its inherent properties, e.g., infinite length, concept drift, etc. Infinite length problem is addressed by dividing the whole stream into fixed-size minibatches, e.g., [17] or using gradual forgetting mechanism, e.g., [14]. Recent approaches [3, 9, 11] address this problem by remembering only the instances within two consecutive concept drifts using a dynamic size minibatch. The minibatch size is increased until a concept drift, e.g., change of class boundaries, is detected. Once a drift is detected, the classifier is updated and the instances representing the old concept in the minibatch are removed.

In the literature, concept drift is detected by tracking any change in \( P(x) \) or in \( P(y|x) \). Since real-world data streams are mostly multivariate, detecting change in \( P(x) \) is a hard problem [12]. Concept drift detection in multivariate data streams therefore concentrate on tracking any changes in the posterior class distribution, i.e., \( P(y|x) \). Instead of tracking changes in \( P(y|x) \) directly, approaches proposed in [3, 9] adopt the principle by Vapnik [24] to detect this change indirectly by tracking drift in the error rate of underlying classifier. However, tracking drift in the error rate requires
true labels of test data instances, which are scarce in practice. Recent studies, e.g., [17] have focused on partly addressing this issue by assuming delayed labeling or active learning settings, yet requiring some test data label. Approach proposed in [11] addresses this issue by estimating classifier confidence in classification, and tracking any significant change in confidence scores. However, it focuses on multi-class classification problem in a single stream.

In this paper, we utilize a change point detection mechanism in a unique manner. Since multistream classification involves two streams, change point detection is performed on the labeled source data as well as the unlabeled target data using classifier feedback heuristic. Specifically, error rate is used as classifier feedback on the source stream as labels are available in this stream, while unsupervised classifier confidence is used in case of the target stream.

### 2.2 Datashift Adaptation

In the Bayesian perspective, a change in data distribution between training and test datasets is viewed as a difference in their joint probability distribution $P(x, y)$. In the realm of domain adaptation, a type of change in distribution can be viewed as $P_{tr}(x) \neq P_{te}(x)$ with $P_{te}(y|x) = P_{tr}(y|x)$. This is known as covariate shift [13]. Recent studies focus on developing correction mechanisms for covariate shift by estimating probability density ratio given by $\beta (x) = \frac{P_{tr}(x)}{P_{te}(x)}$.

In particular, Kernel Mean Matching (or KMM) aims to reduce mean discrepancy between the weighted training data distribution $\beta (x) P_{tr}(x)$ and the observed test data distribution $P_{te}(x)$ in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) $\phi (x) : x \rightarrow F$. The mean distance is measured using the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), given by

$$
\| E_{x \sim P_{tr}(x)}[\beta(x)\phi(x)] - E_{x \sim P_{te}(x)}[\phi(x)] \|
$$

where $\|\|$ is the $l_2$ norm. The main assumptions here are:

**Assumption 1.** $P_{te}$ is absolutely continuous with respect to $P_{tr}$, i.e. $P_{tr}(x) = 0$ whenever $P_{te}(x) = 0$. Additionally, the RKHS kernel $\phi$ is universal.

It has been shown that under these conditions, minimizing MMD in Equation 1 converges to $P_{te}(x) = \beta(x)P_{tr}(x)$ [27].

In the case of multistream data classification, estimating the validity of all these necessary conditions is challenging due to asynchronized concept drifts on the source and target streams. Nevertheless, we would want to adapt the source stream distribution towards the target distribution by correcting for covariate shift. In this paper, we devise a mechanism to incorporate covariate shift correction using KMM for multistream classification.

### 3. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we formalize the multistream classification problem and present challenges of performing classification over drifting data streams in this context.

### 3.1 Notations

Table 1 lists frequently used symbols in this paper. A bold symbol or letter is used to denote a set of elements, and a superscript to indicate index of an element in the set. A subscript is used to indicate association of an element or a set to a type such as source or target stream. For example, $x_i^S \in X_S$ denotes the $i^{th}$ data instance belonging to a set $X$ of data instances from the source stream $S$.

### 3.2 Problem Statement

Consider a set of independent non-stationary processes (denoted as $P$), each generating a continuous stream of data instances from a domain $\mathcal{D}$. A data instance is denoted by $(x, y)$, where $x \in \mathcal{D}^v$, is a vector of $v$ covariates, and $y \in Y = \{1 \ldots k\}$, is its corresponding class label. Here, $k$ is the number of classes. In this setting, assume that $P$ consists of two processes, denoted as $S$ and $T$. Throughout the paper, we use the symbol denoting a process interchangeably with its corresponding data stream. In process (or stream) $S$, both $x$ and $y$ of each data instance are observed. On the contrary, only $x$ of each data instance in stream $T$ is observed. This indicates that $S$ is completely labeled while $T$ is unlabeled. We define the MultiStream Classification problem as follows.

**Definition 1.** Let $X_S \in \mathcal{D}$ be a set of $v$-dimensional vectors of covariates and $Y_S$ be the corresponding class labels observed on a non-stationary stream $S$. Similarly, let $X_T \in \mathcal{D}$ be a set of $v$-dimensional vectors of covariates observed on an independent non-stationary stream $T$. Construct a classifier $M$ that predicts class label of $x \in X_T$ using $X_S$, $Y_S$ and $X_T$.

Since $(x, y) \in S$ are used to predict labels of $x \in T$, we call $S$ as the source stream and $T$ as the target stream.

### 3.3 Challenges

As mentioned in Section 2, a biased training distribution can be related to a test distribution by the covariate
shift assumption. In the case of multistream setting, an equivalent condition is given by considering sample distributions of \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \) within a specific time period. Concretely, \( P^S_t(y|x) = P^T_t(y|x) \) and \( P^S_t(x) \neq P^T_t(x) \) at time \( t \). Following the motivating example given in Section 1, \( \mathcal{S} \) contains biased data compared to \( \mathcal{T} \).

However, this assumption may not be true at time \( r > t \) due to the non-stationary nature of data streams. Within a data stream, conditional probability distribution may change over time, i.e. \( P^S_t(y|x) \neq P^T_t(y|x) \). This is typically called a concept drift. Similarly, a change in covariate distribution with time is called a covariate drift. With two independent non-stationary processes generating data continuously from \( D \), the effect of a drift may be observed at different times on these streams. This asynchronous data drift between source and target streams is illustrated in Figure 1 as an example. Here, four independent data drifts occurring at different times on \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \) are indicated. Moreover, the drifting concepts may not be similar between the source and target stream. For example in Figure 1, data distribution after Drift 21 may not be similar to that after Drift 11.

Asynchronous drifts also affect covariate shift correction. In particular, the density ratio estimated, using methods such as KMM, between the target and source distribution may change over time. Consequently, performance of a classifier trained on bias-corrected data is affected. Intuitively, this can be overcome by re-estimating density ratios and training a new bias-corrected classifier.

We address these challenges posed by drifting streams in a multistream setting by designing a fixed size ensemble of weighted classifiers consisting of models trained on data instances in minibatches from \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \) for predicting class label for data on \( \mathcal{T} \). Concept drifts on each stream are detected independently, which triggers a mechanism to update the ensemble with a retrained classifier model, including re-estimation of density ratios whenever necessary.

4. MULTISTREAM CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we describe our proposed framework for multistream classification, referred to as MSC (Multistream Classifier). As discussed earlier, in multistream classification, covariate shift assumption holds with respect to the target stream until there is a concept drift in any of the streams. The goal of MSC is to use the labeled data from the source stream, and predict labels for the target instances efficiently. To do that, we use an ensemble with two types of classifiers, i.e., source-classifiers and target-classifiers. Source-classifiers are trained only on labeled source stream data. On the contrary, target-classifiers are trained using bias-corrected source data whose distribution resembles the target distribution. If there is a concept drift in any of the streams, covariate shift assumption becomes invalid. Therefore, we use a change detection technique (CDT) to detect concept drifts in source and target stream. If a concept drift is detected in either of the streams, we re-weight training instances and update the ensemble to restore the covariate shift assumption.

Figure 2 illustrates various components that form the overall classification process shown in Algorithm 1. Data instances from the source and target streams are obtained continuously. The ensemble is initialized with a source-classifier and a target-classifier, each trained on an initial minibatch of data instances from appropriate streams. Using this initialized ensemble, the multistream classification is performed as follows. At a given time period, data instances occur on both \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \). A data instance from \( \mathcal{T} \) is first classified using the ensemble, illustrated by Class Prediction in Figure 2 (Step 2). Apart from an estimated class label, the ensemble also provides a value representing its confidence in classifying the data instance. These results are recorded in a buffer. Similarly, any data instance of \( \mathcal{S} \) is also classified using the ensemble. In this case, the classification accuracy is recorded since corresponding class label is observed on \( \mathcal{S} \). These recorded classifier feedback are used to detect concept drift in the Drift Detection phase, as illustrated in the figure (Step 3). Depending on the type of drift detected, a new classifier is trained using the latest minibatch data available. Particularly, a model is trained in a supervised manner using the latest minibatch from \( \mathcal{S} \), if a change in distribution of recorded classifier error is detected on \( \mathcal{S} \). We call the resulting classifier as a source-classifier. This training process is illustrated as Source Classifier in the figure (Step 4a). However, if a drift in recorded classifier confidence on \( \mathcal{T} \) is detected, then a bias-corrected model is trained using latest minibatches from \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \). We call the resulting classifier as a target-classifier. This training process is illustrated as Target Classifier in the figure (Step 4b). Next, newly created classifier is added to the ensemble using an update process, illustrated as Ensemble Update in the figure (Step 5a and 5b). The updated ensemble is further used for classification along the stream (Step 6). We now present the details of each component in Algorithm 1.

4.1 Initialization and Classifier Training

Data occurring on \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \) are stored in a data buffer denoted by \( B_S \) and \( B_T \) respectively, using readData in Algorithm 1. Initially, we consider a warm-up period consisting of \( I \) labeled instances from \( \mathcal{S} \), and \( I \) unlabeled instances from \( \mathcal{T} \), which are stored in \( B_S \) and \( B_T \) respectively. These instances are used to initialize the ensemble of classifiers, denoted as \( E \), using initializeEnsemble in the algorithm. Since data instances occur from two different distributions (i.e. \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \)) simultaneously, the ensemble should have the ability to provide good feedback on each data type for future drift detection. Therefore, a source-classifier and a target-classifier are initially added to the ensemble.

Concretely, we train a base model in a supervised manner using \( B_S \), which results in a classifier denoted by \( \mathcal{M}_S \).
Algorithm 1: MSC: Multistream Classification

Data: Data Streams $S$ and $T$
Input: Initial Size : $I$
Result: Labels on $T$

begin
\[ B_S, B_T \leftarrow \text{readData}(S,T,I) \]
\[ M_S \leftarrow \text{buildSourceModel}(B_S) \]
\[ M_T \leftarrow \text{buildTargetModel}(B_S, B_T) \]
\[ E \leftarrow \text{initializeEnsemble}(M_S, M_T) \]
Initialize $W_S$ and $W_T$/*Feedback Buffers*/

while $S$ or $T$ exists do
\[ B_S, B_T \leftarrow \text{readData}(S,T,1) \]
/*For Source Stream*/
\[ W_S \leftarrow \text{getError}(E, B_S) \]
if \( z \leftarrow \text{checkDrift}(W_S) \) then
\[ B_S, W_S \leftarrow \text{updateMinibatch}(z, B_S, W_S) \]
\[ M_S \leftarrow \text{buildSourceModel}(B_S) \]
\[ E \leftarrow \text{updateEnsemble}(E, M_S, B_S, B_T) \]
/*For Target Stream*/
\[ W_T, Y_T \leftarrow \text{predict}(E, B_T) \]
if \( z \leftarrow \text{checkDrift}(W_T) \) then
\[ B_T, W_T \leftarrow \text{updateMinibatch}(z, B_T, W_T) \]
\[ M_T \leftarrow \text{buildTargetModel}(B_S, B_T) \]
\[ E \leftarrow \text{updateEnsemble}(E, M_T, B_S, B_T) \]
print $\text{getAccuracy}(Y_T, B_T)$
end

end

4.2 Class Prediction

Every classifier in the ensemble predicts a class label for a given data instance. Ensemble output is the class label associated with the highest aggregated classifier weight. For example, consider a data instance $x_i \in S$. Let the ensemble contain 3 classifiers $\{\mathcal{M}(1), \mathcal{M}(2), \mathcal{M}(3)\}$ with corresponding source weights $W_S = \{0.2, 0.9, 0.6\}$. If the prediction of these 3 classifiers for $B_S$ are $\hat{y}(1), \hat{y}(2), \hat{y}(3)$ respectively, the ensemble score for class $y(k)$ is $\sum_{i=1}^{|\mathcal{M}|} w_S(i)/|\mathcal{M}|$ where $i$ is the index for which the predicted label is $y(k)$. In this case, the score for $y(1)$ is 0.26 and $y(2)$ is 0.30. Since 0.26 $< 0.30$, the ensemble prediction is $y(2)$. This method is used by $\text{getError}$ and $\text{predict}$ in Algorithm 1. Moreover, $\text{getError}$ checks the error on $B_S$ and returns a 1 if the predicted label is equal to the true label of a data instance, and 0 otherwise. Whereas, $\text{predict}$ returns the ensemble score along with the predicted class label.

4.3 Drift Detection

A drift along $S$ may affect a source-classifier’s performance. We denote this as within-stream drift. Meanwhile, a drift in $S$ or $T$ may affect a target-classifier’s performance. We denote this as across-stream drift. In both cases, a drift causes change in the data distribution. This is handled by training a new classifier and updating the ensemble.

4.3.1 Window Management

We maintain two sliding windows (feedback buffers) $W_S$ and $W_T$ that monitor ensemble feedback on recent data instances from $S$ and $T$ respectively. It is well known that classifier accuracy decreases due to concept drift [9]. Moreover, we show in Section 5.2 that classifier confidence also decreases due to drifting concepts. Therefore, checkDrift in Algorithm 1 is used to detect significant change in $W_S$ or $W_T$, indicating a concept drift in the corresponding stream.

Supervised Window Management.

Class label of a data instance in $S$ is predicted using the ensemble, whose resulting error $e \in \{0,1\}$ is inserted into $W_S$, as mentioned in Section 4.2. Since each entry in $W_S$ is either success or failure, it follows a Bernoulli distribution, while $n$ such values in $W_S$ follow a binomial distribution.

Unsupervised Window Management.

Unlike $W_S, W_T$ contains ensemble confidence scores resulting from classification of data instances from $T$, as indicated in Section 4.2. Confidence values are generated within the range of $[0, 1]$. Since classifier confidence scores are typically high until there is a concept drift, and decreases thereafter, these can be modeled by a Beta distribution. Beta distribution has two parameters, i.e., $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The distribution is symmetric if $\alpha = \beta$, or skewed otherwise.

4.3.2 Change Detection

We invoke a change point detection method to check for significant changes in $W_S$ and $W_T$. Particularly, we propose a CUSUM-type change detection technique [10] (CDT) based on binomial and beta distribution.

$W_h$ (where $h \in \{S, T\}$) is divided into every possible pair of sub-windows $W_h^1$ and $W_h^n$ having at least $\gamma$ number of values, where $h \in \{S, T\}$. Next, distribution of values stored in each split is estimated. At least $\gamma$ values are needed for a
good estimation of the distribution of values stored in each sub-window. We use $\gamma = 100$, which is also widely used in the literature due to \textit{consistency} and \textit{asymptotic normality} properties. Finally, a change point is detected based on the sum of log likelihood ratios.

Algorithm 2 sketches the proposed CDT. If at any point of time, average feedback is below 0.5, or size of the window exceeds $S_{\text{max}}$, the ensemble classifier is updated immediately regardless of any change in the distribution. Otherwise, CDT divides the window $W_h$ for each $q$ between $\gamma$ and $n - \gamma$, where $n$ is the total number of observations in $W_h$ and $\gamma$ is the cushion size. The cushion ensures that each sub-window contains at least $\gamma$ number of instances. $W_h^k = W[1:q]$ contains relatively older observations and $W_h^q = W[q+1:n]$ contains recent ones. CDT then estimates corresponding distributions represented by $W_h^k$ and $W_h^q$. Since values in $W_h$ follow a binomial distribution, two parameters $n$ and $p$ are estimated for values stored in corresponding sub-windows. The number of trials $n$ is the sub-window size, and the probability of success $p$ is the mean value in that sub-window. Values stored in $W_T$ follow a beta distribution, hence corresponding parameters are estimated using method of moments.

Let $\theta_k$ and $\theta_q$ be the estimated distribution parameters from $W_h^k$ and $W_h^q$ respectively. The sum of log likelihood ratios is calculated using:

$$s(q,n) = \sum_{i=q+1}^{n} \log \frac{P(W_h[i]|\theta_k)}{P(W_h[i]|\theta_q)}$$

where $P(W_h[i]|\theta)$ is the probability density function, given a set of parameters $\theta$, applied on the $i^{th}$ instance stored in $W_h$. Finally, using all values in $W_h$, the CUSUM process score is calculated by $\omega_n = \max_{\gamma \leq q \leq n - \gamma} s(q,n)$. Let $q_m$ be the value of $q$ corresponding to the largest $s(q,n)$ value, where $\gamma \leq q \leq n - \gamma$. If $\omega_n$ is greater than a user-defined threshold, then a change point is detected at $q_m$. We fix the threshold based on drift sensitivity $\alpha_d$. In our experiments, we use $-\log(\alpha_d)$ as the threshold value.
a change point associated with the feedback buffer has an equivalent index on the corresponding data buffer.

4.5 Ensemble Update

We use a fixed-size ensemble consisting of weighted source and target classifiers. As noted earlier, a new classifier is added to the ensemble once a drift is detected. When the number of classifiers in the ensemble reach a user-defined maximum limit, denoted as \( E_{max} \), the least desirable classifier in the ensemble is replaced by a newly constructed classifier. Intuitively, the least desirable classifier is the one having the least confidence on \( T \) since it may result in higher classification error on \( T \).

The workflow of updateEnsemble in Algorithm 1 is as follows. Before adding a new model to the ensemble, weights of existing classifiers are recomputed using the latest \( B_S \) and \( B_T \) appropriately. These updated weights are then used in selecting the least desired classifier to be replaced if the ensemble size is \( E_{max} \). A priority queue containing \( W_S \) with corresponding indices is formed. An array of indices \( R_S \) is obtained from this priority queue which is sorted in a non-increasing order of source weights. Similarly, \( R_T \) is obtained from a priority queue containing \( W_T \) and its index, sorted in an non-decreasing order of target weights. A classifier with the least target weight while not having the highest source weight is found to be replaced.

5. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze time and space requirements of the proposed algorithm, and provide theoretical properties.

5.1 Complexity Analysis

At every iteration of MSC, a new data instance is obtained from \( S \) and \( T \) whose class labels are predicted. The time and space complexity of this operation depends on the base classifier used. In general, training complexity of most well-known parametric models such as SVM surpass label prediction complexity. Therefore, we focus on classifier training and drift detection mechanism for complexity analysis.

Source-classifier is essentially a base classifier (e.g. SVM) trained on \( B_S \). Whereas, a target-classifier consists of two parts, KMM and base classifier training. The time complexity of KMM is given by \( O(n_{tr}^2 + n_{te}^2 v + n_{tr} n_{te} v) \), and its corresponding space complexity is \( O(n_{tr}^2 + n_{te} n_{te} v) \) [18]. In the worst case, \( n_{tr} \) and \( n_{te} \) are at most \( S_{max} \), resulting in \( O(n^3) \) time complexity on \( n = |B_S| \). Here, we assume that \( O(n^3) \) dominates time complexity of base classifier training, and \( O(n^2) \) dominates its space complexity.

The drift detection mechanism also has \( O(n^3) \) time complexity [11], and \( O(n) \) space complexity. Therefore, overall time complexity of performing MSC is \( O(n^3) \) with \( n = S_{max} \) is the size of the largest minibatch along the stream, with space complexity of \( O(n^2) \).

5.2 Base Classifier Properties

Choice of a base classifier for MSC should meet two criteria. First, the classifier should be able to perform kernel computations in RKHS since instance weights from KMM in target-classifier can only be used in RKHS [13]. Second, it should be able to provide a probability output that can be used as a confidence measure while predicting class labels on \( T \). Considering these two criteria, we choose Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a base classifier. Here, we show that the probability derived from distance of test instances to the discriminating SVM hyperplane follows the change in error rate due to concept drift, thereby forming a good confidence estimate required by MSC.

Let us assume that the stream contains instances from two classes, i.e., \( a \) and \( b \). Let \( f(x) \) be the unthresholded output of SVM on instance \( x \). The hyperplane that separates class boundaries is defined by \( f(x) = 0 \). After a concept drift has occurred, more data instances may lie closer to the boundary in a max-margin SVM, thereby indicating a need for margin update.

According to Platt [21], class conditional densities, i.e., \( P(f(x) \mid y) \), are exponentially distributed in real-world data sets when \( f(x) \) is in the wrong side of the margin. Let us assume that the decision boundary of class \( a \) is in the positive side of the hyperplane, and that of class \( b \) is in the negative side. Therefore, \( P(f(x) \mid y = a) = r_a e^{-r_a (f(x) - f_0)} \), \( f \leq 1 \), and \( P(f(x) \mid y = b) = r_b e^{-r_b (f(x) - f_0)} \), \( f \geq -1 \) [21]. Here, \( r_a \) and \( r_b \) are parameters of corresponding exponential distribution. This has inspired the probability to be estimated using a parametric form of a sigmoid as follows:

\[
P(y = a \mid f(x)) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(A f(x) + B)}
\]

where \( A = -(r_a + r_b) \) and \( B = r_a - r_b + \ln \frac{P(y=a)}{P(y=b)} \). Since \( r_a, r_b \geq 0 \), \( A < 0 \). Therefore, monotonicity of (4) in \( f(x) \) can be assured according to [21].

**Lemma 1.** Significant change in the distribution of confidence scores indicate occurrence of a concept drift.

Let us assume without loss of generality that \( x_a^{(t)} \) is an instance generated from class boundary of \( a \) at time \( t \). Let us also assume that there is a \( \delta^{(t+1)} > 0 \) displacement of the class boundary towards the hyperplane at time \( t+1 \). Let \( x_a^{(t+1)} \) be the point corresponding to \( x_a^{(t)} \) after the change of concept. There are two possible cases.

Case 1: Both \( x_a^{(t)} \) and \( x_a^{(t+1)} \) are from the same side of the hyperplane. Here,

\[
f(x_a^{(t)}) = f(x_a^{(t+1)}) + \delta^{(t+1)} \Rightarrow f(x_a^{(t)}) > f(x_a^{(t+1)}),
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \exp\left(A f(x_a^{(t)}) + B\right) < 1 + \exp\left(A f(x_a^{(t+1)}) + B\right)
\]

\[
P(y = a|f(x_a^{(t)})) > P(y = a|f(x_a^{(t+1)})) \quad \text{[using (4)]}
\]

Therefore, the classifier will have lower confidence in classifying instance \( x_a^{(t+1)} \) than that of \( x_a^{(t)} \).

Case 2: If \( x_a^{(t)} \) and \( x_a^{(t+1)} \) are from different sides of the hyperplane, then,

\[
f(x_a^{(t)}) > 0 \land f(x_a^{(t+1)}) < 0 \Rightarrow f(x_a^{(t)}) > f(x_a^{(t+1)}),
\]

\[
P(y = a|f(x_a^{(t)})) > P(y = a|f(x_a^{(t+1)})) \quad \text{[Similar to (5)]}
\]

In both cases, classifier confidence on an instance decreases due to a concept drift. Therefore, a significant change in the distribution of confidence scores indicates occurrence of a concept drift. While this is true for a binary class problem, it can be applied to multiclass SVM which uses binary classification to perform pairwise computations [21, 26].

6. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the experimental setup and present empirical results on various datasets using MSC.
Table 2: Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># features</th>
<th># classes</th>
<th># instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ForestCover</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>146,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynEDC</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>98,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynRBF@002</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynRBF@003</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98,686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Datasets

We use 3 real-world datasets and 3 synthetic datasets for evaluation of the proposed approach. Table 2 lists these datasets with corresponding properties. The publicly available real-world datasets are ForestCover [1], Sensor [1] and SEA [22]. The other three synthetic data with concept drift were created using the well-known MOA framework [4].

We generate a biased source stream in each dataset, using a method similar to previous studies [13], as follows. First, we detect concept drifts by employing a Naive Bayes classifier to predict class labels, and monitor its performance using ADWIN, similar to [3]. A minibatch is constructed from data instances between the points at which ADWIN detects a significant change in performance. Following [13], we first compute sample mean \( \bar{x} \) of a minibatch, and divide it into two equal halves such that one half of data instances are selected according to the probability \( e^{-|x-\bar{x}|^2} \) to form the biased source minibatch, while the rest forms the target minibatch. Each of these source minibatches are concatenated to form the source stream, and target minibatches concatenated to form the target stream.

1http://www.cse.fau.edu/~xqzhu/stream.html

6.2 Experiments

6.2.1 Baseline

Since there exists no previous studies in the multistream setting, we devise two baseline methods by applying a naive single classifier which only performs covariate shift correction between the source and target streams.

In the first baseline method, we train a single target-classifier on an initial set of source and target data instances used during the initialization phase of Algorithm 1. This trained model is then merely used to classify all the available instances in \( T \). We denote this as single-KMM or sKMM.

For the next baseline method, we follow the initial training setup of sKMM to form a single target-classifier. However, a new target-classifier is trained periodically using the latest \( S_{\text{max}} \) data instances occurring in \( S \) and \( T \). Every new classifier replaces the existing one and is used for classification of the next \( S_{\text{max}} \) target instances. Since multiple classifiers are trained along the stream, we denote this method as multiple-KMM or mKMM.

6.2.2 Variants

We now describe 3 variants of the proposed MSC method to evaluate our design decisions. Recall that MSC uses two types of classifiers in a single ensemble, i.e., source-classifier and target-classifier. Since each classifier has a source and target weight, they can be used to evaluate a data instance occurring on any data stream, irrespective of their type. We design a multistream classifier that uses only source-classifiers in its ensemble, and refer to it as source-MSC and denote it by srcMSC. Here, a source-classifier is built at every detected drift, even when a drift is detected on \( T \). Concretely, each buildTargetModel in Algorithm 1 is replaced...
with a buildSourceModel to form srcMSC. Note that this is equivalent to performing classification over a single stream with data instances in $\mathcal{S}$ and $\mathcal{T}$ combined. Therefore, this also forms a baseline method. Similarly, we construct targetMSC or trgMSC by replacing each buildSourceModel in Algorithm 1 with buildTargetModel. In this case, the ensemble contains only target-classifiers.

In the third variant of MSC, we use two finite-size ensembles instead of a single ensemble $E$. Here, we construct an ensemble $E_S$ which contains only source-classifiers. This is used to classify data instances in $\mathcal{S}$. Similarly, we construct another ensemble $E_T$ which contains only target-classifiers, and is used to classify data instances in $\mathcal{T}$. Since we separate the two types of classifiers using two ensembles and update them accordingly, we call this method as MSC2.

### 6.2.3 Setup

Table 3 summarizes each competing methods. We use the weighted LibSVM library [5] with $C_{svm} = 1.3 \times 10^5$, $\gamma_{svm} = 1 \times 10^{-4}$ and an RBF Kernel as the base classifier. We use KMM for covariate shift correction. The quadratic program of Equation 2 is evaluated using the CVXOPT python library [7]. Since it has a time complexity of $\mathcal{O}(n^3)$, we limit the size of $B_S$ to 1000 by sampling uniformly at random whenever a target-classifier is to be trained. Moreover, parameter values of KMM is chosen according to [13]. We use $B_{kmm} = 1000$ and $\epsilon_{kmm} = \sqrt{\frac{n_0}{2}}$, and $\gamma_{kmm}$ as the median of pairwise distances in the training set.

The MSC approach (and its variants) involves multiple parameters including ensemble size (denoted by $E_{max}$) and drift sensitivity (denoted by $\alpha_d$). We empirically study parameter sensitivity of the framework over all datasets. Particularly, we vary $E_{max}$ by setting it to {3, 5, 7}, and $\alpha_d$ to $\{0.05, 0.1, 0.15\}$. For comparison with baseline methods, we consider $S_{max} = 5000$, $E_{max} = 10$, and $\alpha_d = 0.001$ appropriately.

### 6.3 Results

Figure 4 shows the progress of average accuracy along the target stream $\mathcal{T}$ for all competing methods. Clearly, MSC and its variants outperform both baseline methods on all datasets by a significant margin, recovering from performance degradation, when necessary, using the drift detection mechanism. For example, average accuracy of both sKMM and mKMM-5k method on the Sensor dataset drastically reduces to about 10%. Whereas, MSC and MSC2 methods result in an accuracy of around 55%. Note that the baseline methods does not use any drift detection mechanism. Moreover, srcMSC and trgMSC also result in higher accuracy than baseline methods while using a single type of classifiers, supporting the hypothesis that ensemble methods yield better results than single classifier method in the multistream setting, similar to a single stream setting [25].

Among the variants of the proposed framework, MSC and MSC2 performs better than srcMSC and trgMSC on most datasets. Particularly, MSC performs best in the ForestCover and SynEDC datasets, while MSC2 performs best in Sensor, SEA, SynRBF@002 and SynRBF@003 datasets. For instance, average accuracy along the stream by MSC2 in SynRBF@002 dataset is about 70%, compared to 50% resulting from other variants and 30% from the baseline methods. However, simultaneous use of two different types of classifiers in MSC and MSC2 consistently perform better than srcMSC and trgMSC, which use only a single type of classifier. Asynchronous drifts introduced due to a biased selection method in creating the source and target stream may not always satisfy covariate shift assumptions. Classification using both source and target classifiers are helpful in addressing this uncertainty in data behavior.

In the next set of experiments, we measure parameter sensitivity of the proposed approach. Particularly, the value of ensemble size $E_{max}$ and drift detection sensitivity $\alpha_d$ is varied. For each value of $E_{max}$ and $\alpha_d$, the average accuracy obtained on each dataset when using MSC and MSC2 is reported in Table 4. From the table, it can be observed that MSC and MSC2 are marginally sensitive to different values of $\alpha_d$ on most datasets. A similar pattern can be observed while varying $E_{max}$ as well. This shows that optimal value of parameters to obtain desired accuracy depends on the dataset properties. Moreover, greedy replacement of non-performing classifiers in the fixed-size ensemble may affect overall accuracy, especially in MSC where a single type of classifier may become dominant in the ensemble over time if drifts occur more frequently in one stream ($\mathcal{S}$ or $\mathcal{T}$) than the other. This behavior is reflected in Figure 4 where MSC2 results in higher accuracy than MSC on most datasets. Nevertheless, optimal parameter values can be tuned using cross-validation. We leave this for future work.

On an average over all datasets, the time taken to classify a target instance by MSC was 0.45s, and by MSC2 was 0.34s. The cubic time complexity of KMM and CDT can be improved by using distributed systems and dynamic programming [11]. We leave this for future work as well.

### 7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the multistream classification problem consisting of two independent non-stationary data streams. Labeled information available in a source stream is used to classify unlabeled data on the target stream. We
discuss challenges in this setting where asynchronous data drift occurs due to independent changes in data distribution within and across the two streams. We proposed a novel framework using covariate shift correction and drift detection techniques to address these challenges. Empirical results show that our approach achieves significantly better performance on real-world and synthetic datasets compared to baseline techniques for multistream classification.
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